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https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas

Click





https://resources.scratch.mit.edu/www/cards/en/scratch-cards-all.pdf


Scratch Review

Sprites

Functions

Events

Values

Conditions

Loops

Variable

Abstraction

Building from Scratch



Events

Abstraction

Boleans

Lists Loop

Condition

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968672152
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968672152
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968688270
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968672152
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968661545
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968672152
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968669712
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968402464
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968402464
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968682478
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968402464
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968684848
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/969300697
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/969300697


1.

2.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/968988645






Questions



Thank You!



Introduction to Scratch
bit.ly/3YKSbAg



My name is ______________, and I am a/an 

_________________.

My best friend is _____________. And he /she is a/an 

____________.

We like to play  ______________ at  the ______________.

When we were younger. While playing we liked to listen  to 

____________, but if there was no music. We _________ until 

one of us would stop. 

My Fiction 

BiographyPerson, animal, or thing

Person, animal, or thing

sport where

name

song verb

name



Welcome!  We look forward to a great day.

Today’s agenda.
● Profile of SC Graduate
● Overview of Scratch
● Vocabulary
● Build some code
● Have Fun!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKVT0AJr1rQ


Scratch! for About

https://scratch.mit.edu/about?wvideo=sucupcznsp


Confirm your account!



Confirmation Email



Statement Blocks (h)  A.
a copy of a Sprite that is made using 

the control block.

Boolean Expressions 

(e)
B.

A mini program within a program that 

can execute at the same time

Conditions (g) C.
A placeholder for some value, muck like 

x and y

Loops (f) D. A signal from one thread to another

Variables (c ) E. Evaluates to true or false

Threads (b)
F.

include multiple executions of a 

statement

Events  (d) 
G.

Something that must be true in order for 

something to happen.

Clone (a) H. tells the computer to do something.



https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted&amp;wvideo=rpjvs3v9gj%22%3E%3Cimg%20src=%22https://embed-ssl.wistia.com/deliveries/9e886487951fdf158dc0823801eb0aa7b90a8c57.jpg?image_play_button_size=2x&amp;image_crop_resized=960x540&amp;image_play_button=1&amp;image_play_button_color=7f7f7fe0%22%20width=%22400%22%20height=%22225%22%20style=%22width:%20400px;%20height:%20225px;


Statement Blocks
A statement tells the computer to do something. 

(command or instruction)

Any block whose label reads like a command is a 

statement.



Conditions
When Construct



Boolean Expressions 
An expression that is either true or false. 

Any block shaped like an elongated diamond is a 

boolean.

With Booleans Expressions can we construct 

conditions.



Conditions
Something that must be true in order for something to 

happen.

“Evaluates to true” or “evaluates to false”

Any block whose label says “if”, “if else”,  “when”, or “until” 



Loops
❏ Can include multiple executions of a statement

❏ Any block whose label begins with “forever” or 

“repeat” 



Variable
❏ A placeholder for some value, muck like x and y are 

popular variables in algebra

❏ Represented with blocks shape like elongated 

circles, uniquely labeled by you 



1. Click Make A Variable (Blocks Palette)

2. Name Variable(select preference)

3. Click OK

1

2

3

Variable in 

list!

Creating a Variable



Threads
❏ A mini program within a program 

that can execute at the same time 
as other threads.

❏ Any block whose label begins with 
“when” essentially denarks the start 
of a thread 

❏ Events or Control Block!



Events
❏ A signal from one thread to 

another
❏ Blocks whose label begin 

with “when” handle events
❏ Blocks whose label begin 

with “broadcast” signal 
events

Sprite 1

Sprite 2



Clone
❏ a copy of a Sprite that is made using the “Create 

clone of” control block.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU1xS07N-FA


Recruiting is NEEDED!

There are 60 colleges and universities in the U.S. state of South Carolina.

https://code.org/advocacy/state-facts/SC.pdf


Are you ok with your students starting salary being higher than your max salary?



1

2

What shape will this 
code make?



When a theory or model explains a 

phenomena clearly, directly or 

economically

Code with BUGS can never be 

elegant.

Elegant





1 What if I wanted to draw
the lines of the shape?



Follow
Mouse



Follow
Me



Sprites

COSTUMES



Using Blocks to Animate!
1

2

Decomposed



107. That section of the Copyright Act says 

that there's no copyright infringement if the 

use of the material is fair, in other words "for 

purposes such as criticism, comment, news 

reporting, teaching (including multiple copies 

for classroom use), scholarship, or research.

Fair Use



4 Fair Use Factors
1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes

Quoting a song’s lyrics in a review of the song, the album or a concert where the 
song was performed.

2. The nature of the copyrighted work

Including a clip of a news program in a show commenting on how the news 
program handled the event covered

3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 
work as a whole, and

Paraphrasing text from a novel or nonfiction book in a collegiate essay.

4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work… Showing a nature documentary to a biology class.



Copyrights may last how long? 
(Choose all that apply)

a. 25

b. 50

c. 70

d. 95

e. 120
January 1, 1978



Learning Blade Missions

Access free account at LearningBlade.com/SC





Sherri Smith
(shlsmith@ed.sc.gov)

Benjamin Dusek
(bwdusek@ed.sc.gov)  

Kevin Little
(kllittle@ed.sc.gov)

Matthew Neal
(mhneal@ed.sc.gov)   

Regional 
Coaches 
Contact



Copter Game Adding levels



E
xt

en
si

on
s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyTfQwSHWEw


U
pl

oa
d 

Im
ag

e

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wr9CLQ1hrOE


T
og

gl
e 

M
u

si
c

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoaTTXtnGlo
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